Want to cover yourself from head to toe in a multitude of sassy sequins? Then you’re gonna need some jewelry! This confetti-style set features hundreds of colorful sequins, artfully suspended in clear resin. Look on the back page to learn how to craft your very own!

How To Create a Sequin Necklace

1. Following manufacturer’s instructions, mix resin. Carefully pour just enough resin to fill bottom 1/4” of mold. Let resin thoroughly cure overnight.

2. Fill mold with sequins and slowly pour more resin into mold encapsulating all the sequins. Let dry thoroughly overnight. Tip: if necessary, use an embossing tool to remove any air bubbles.

3. To finish necklace, first make the pendant by gently popping out cured resin and securing bail to backside of resin with jewelry glue. Once glue is dry, simply thread ribbon through bail and tie off ends of ribbon to prevent it from slipping out.

Supplies: Sequins, Resin Mix, Mold, Jewelry Bail, Jewelry Glue, Ribbon, Measuring Cup & Scissors

©2010 Hobby Lobby® - The information in these instructions is presented in good faith, but no warranty is given, nor results guaranteed, nor is freedom from any patent to be inferred. Since we have no control over physical conditions surrounding the application of information herein contained, Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc. disclaims any liability for untoward results. Follow manufacturer’s instructions in using paints and other materials, keeping them out of reach of children, since some may be toxic, or otherwise cause injury.
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hot glue revue
Turn paper mache into a razzle-dazzle display! This shimmery sequin border was applied along the edge of a letter in a snap with a hot glue gun.

just pin it
Working with a soft, dense material? Try tacking on some shine with the help of simple sequin pins. That’s just what we did for this fabulous silk fruit!

mixed bag
This plain canvas bag got a boutique-style boost with a flashy geometric design. It features metallic-toned sequins, accented with tiny seed beads and adhered with durable fabric glue.

shoe in
Who could resist these ruby red slippers? The scuffed-up pumps were thrift store finds, but now they’re out on the town with row after row of garnet-colored sequins (held in place with jewelry adhesive).

loaded dice
These fancy dice are the ultimate in fun and quirky home decor. They’re made from simple foam squares and pinned with a brevy of black and white sequins.

wall re-style
Can’t find a canvas to contain your super-sequined sense of style? That means it’s time to hit the wall! Apply an over-the-top design like this one with the help of repositionable tape.

Sequins...they’re not just for clothing anymore! Take them off the hanger, and turn them into a houseful of quirky decor. Play mix and match with mediums—we embellished everything from kitchen towels, to paper mache letters, to faux fruit.

There’s nothing dowdy about these shiny, glossy projects. Restyled in a snap with fabulous sequins, every piece (kitchen chair included) went from old to bold with hardly any effort.

Sequins...they’re not just for clothing anymore! Take them off the hanger, and turn them into a houseful of quirky decor. Play mix and match with mediums—we embellished everything from kitchen towels, to paper mache letters, to faux fruit.